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FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER:
BORDERS IN JEWISH CULTURE
AND HISTORY'
Liliana Ruth Feierstein

Before the law stands a gatekeeper. To this gatekeeper comes a man from
the country who asks to gain entry to the law. But the gatekeeper says that
he cannot grant him entry at the moment. [... J "If it tempts you so much,
try going inside in spite of my prohibition. But take note: I am powerful:'

Franz Kafka, Before the Law
Resumo

Ivri (Hebreu) significa aquele que vern do outro lado do rio. A experiencia da
fronteira e constitutiva da tradiyao judaica. 0 judaismo sempre se confrontou
com fronteiras, tanto num sentido filosofico quanta num sentido religioso:
desde a Mezuza em cada "espayo judaico" e da "cerca em torno da Ton\" ate
a fronteira temporal da cerimonia de Havdala. Por outro lado, a memoria
cultural do judaismo inclui uma triste coleyao de experiencias-limite: desde
o ane! amare!o na Idade Media ate as muralhas dos guetos e a estre!a amare!a
do nazismo. Tais fronteiras foram impostas sobre os judeus de fora, foryando os a viver amargem da sociedade. Os conceitos judaicos e as experiencias de
fronteira implicam num potencial alternativo, que permite repensar 0 conceito tradicional de fronteira no pensamento ocidental.
Palavras-chave: Pensamento judaico, judaismo, diferenya, separayao.
Abstract

Ivri (Hebrew) means the one who comes from the other side of the river. The
experience of the border is constitutive for Jewish tradition. Judaism has
Some portions of this article are from my PhD dissertation Von Schwelle ZLI Schwelle. Einblicke

i,'/ den didaktisch-historischen Umgang mit dem Anderen aus der Perspektive jiidischen Denkens
(2007) published by editioniumiere. Bremen 2010.
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always been confronted with borders both in a religious and in a philosophical sense: from the Mezuzah in each "Jewish space" and the "fence around
the Torah" to the temporal border of Hawdalah. On the other hand, cultural
memory of Judaism includes a sad collection of concrete "border experiences": from the yellow ring in the middle ages to the walls of the ghettos and the
"Judenstern". These borders were imposed on the Jews from outside and forced
the Jewish people to live in the "margins of society': The Jewish concepts and
experiences of borders implies an alternative potential which allows to rethink the traditional border concep t in Western thought.
Keywords: Jewish Thought, borders, Judaism, difference, separation.

n a cold October day in 1743, the gatekeeper who, according to the
law, guarded the Rosenthal Gate in Berlin granted entry to Moishe
Mendel (Moses Mendelssohn) from Dessau. The gatekeeper, with meticulous precision, made the following note in the record books of the
sentry post: "Today six oxen, seven pigs, and one Jew passed through
the Rosenthal Gate:' 2 The Rosenthal Gate was one of two gates through
which Jews were allowed to enter the Prussian capital, and, like livestock,
they were subject to a customs duty (Leibzoll) upon entry.3 Here the
gate also marks a border, a threshold, that includes Mendelssohn while
keeping him out, and simultaneously excludes him while letting him in.
The history of modern German Jewry begins, metaphorically speaking, at this gate and ends at the gate of Auschwitz. One boundary keeps
Jews out, the other prevents them from ever leaving again. In between lies
the heyday of German-Jewish intellectual life: between hope and extermination, between one gate and another, from Rosenthal to Auschwitz.
Thus the experience of the boundary, the limit, is constitutive in the
Jewish tradition, but not only because of experiences like this one, to

O

2

3

See Levin Goldschmidt, Das Vermachtnis des deutschen ]udentums (Frankfurt, 1957), p. 28;
Julius H. Schoeps, Moses Mendelssohn (Munich, 1979), p. 12; and Amos Elon, Zu einer anderen Zeit: Portrat der jiidisch-deutschen Epoche (Munich, 2002), p. 10.
The humiliation customs duty was not abolished until 1787.
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which we will return later in this
essay. There is a very different, positive concept of the boundary: here
we refer to abstract boundaries. This
Jewish concept implies an alternative
potential that allows us to rethink
the traditional idea of "boundary"
or "border" in Western thought.
Abstract Boundaries:
Preserving the Difference
He said: "Everything needs a
The letter Dalet - KUSHNER, Lawrence.
SeferOtiyot. New York, Harper & Row, 1975.
fence:' Someone asked him:
© Lawrence Kushner
"What kind of fence?" He answered: "The truth:' Someone
asked him: "What is the fence of truth?" He answered: "Faith:' Someone
asked him: "What is the fence of faith?" He answered: "Being fearless:'
Shlomo ibn Gabirol

The Jewish tradition uses the word deleth, meaning "gate:' or "door:'
as a figure, also interpreting it literally as the gateway to a text (usually
represented by the Hebrew letter dalet).
While "father-land:' in etymological terms, derives from the concrete land or field of one's forebears, written texts are an abstract legacy,
which pass on identity in a subtle, "ground-less" way. In the dialectic of
Diaspora and displacement, exile and domicile, the book was always the
common fatherland.
The Hebrew word ivri means "the one who comes from the other side
of the river:' the one who is transferred from one place or condition to
another. Borders, passages, and bridges are central motifs in the Torah:
from the crossing of the Red Sea to Jacob's wrestling match with the
angel on the river bank. They represent not only a crossing over into
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another place or another time, but the possibility of our approaching
one another, leaving behind one's own, enclosed, subjectivity to encounter the Other. 4
Although Georg Simmel gives the bridge a different connotation,
in his essay "Brucke und Tur" he points out the existential meaning of
both dimensions, union and separation, in human existence, as well as
their necessary correlation. "Practically as well as logically, it would be
senseless to connect what was not separated, indeed, what also does
not remain separate in some sense:' 5 Here his depiction of the dialectic
between separation and connection is reminiscent of the Jewish view.
But the Jewish experience, the "limbo" on the bridge, is more apt to
emerge in his excursus on the Stranger.6
Judaism has always been confronted with borders both in a religious and in a philosophical sense: from the mezuzah7 in each "Jewish
space" to the eruv (limits of Shabbat)8, the "fence around the Torah" 9 (to
protect it), die mechitza (to create a place for women in the synagogue),10
the temporal border of havdalah ll ("separation"), the tearing of the get
(document of divorce), which "separates" the lives of the two marriage
partners, and, finally, the boundary between life and death, symbolized
,by the keria. 12 While Ha'Makom, "the place:' is one of G-d's names in

See Emmanuel Levinas, Totalite et infini. Essai sur/exteriorite (Den Haag, 1961).
Georg Simmel, Briicke und Tilr (Stuttgart, 1957), p. 1.
Simmel, Exkurs iiber den Fremden (1908).
Small parchment scroll written by a scribe and affixed to the doorpost to inscribe the teachings
of the Torah "on the doorposts of your house and on you'r gates." It deSignates that space as the
home of a Jew who observes the commandments.
8 Boundary or property line that cannot be crossed on the Sabbath, as well as the body of rules
that make it possible to "modify" this boundary.
9 Why does the Torah need a fence around it? J. Israelstam explains that, "The Torah is conceived as a. garden and its precepts as precious plants. Such a garden is fenced round for the
purpose of obviating willful or even unintended damage. Likewise, the precepts of the Torah
were to be 'fenced' round with additional inhibitions that should have the effect of preserving
the original commandments from trespass." (Aboth 1,1)
10 Partition used to separate men and women in the synagogue.
11 ReligiOUS ceremony marking the end of Shabbat.
12 Rending of clothing as a sign of mourning.
4
5
6
7
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Hebrew, we must not forget that another title is Ha'Mavdil, "the one
who divides" -who distinguishes not only between light and darkness
but, as Perla Sneh pointed out, above all bein kodesh lechol, between
the divine and the profane. 13 In fact, separation traditionally is one of
the pillars of daily Jewish life, as the rules of kashrut (dietary laws), the
purity laws, and the Sabbath rules are based on the concept of difference
or separation.
Borders are also a central element of Jewish history (crossing the
borders of Egypt) and, albeit in a different way, of various theories of
Jewish thinkers. Just think of the importance of the concept of "Grenze"
for Freud (let us recall here that in German, the word Grenze contains
the meanings "boundary;' "frontier;' and "limit"). Other traditional
Jewish concepts refer to other types of separations or expulsions, such
as the herem (the best-known case is that of Baruch Spinoza, but this
form of shunning was frequently employed in certain epochs of Jewish
history) and a more abstract form, the onesh karet, related to the idea of
exile and "rem ova!:'
Thus we would have to admit that the very idea of separation is
inherent in Jewish culture: otherwise, there could be no concept of a
"chosen people:' What we are concerned with here is precisely lehavdil:
differentiating between the Jewish concept of separation and the painful
Jewish experience of isolation imposed by majority societies. To make
this distinction, perhaps it will help to think about the idea of territory:
the relationship of Jews to territory is, as Franz Rosenzweig pointed out
(and, later on, Emmanuel Levinas) quite original.
Book instead of Land: Nonterritorial Thinking
We are dealing with a culture that exists in a book, in a common territory consisting of letters, where boundaries are sacred. Simultaneously,

13

Perla Sneh, La impureza como huella, in: Nadja 3, Buenos Aires 2001, p. 99-118.
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however, it points beyond the boundaries and invites us to build bridges
to the Others.
Franz Rosenzweig and Emmanuel Levinas exemplify this "opening:'
based on comparison of the travels of Odysseus and Abram. The latter
follows G-d's command- lech lecha! ("Go forth!" Genesis 12:1)- to leave
his native land and all that was his and go forth into strange lands, to
encounter the Other. Subsequent exoduses mold Jewish history: Egypt,
Babylon. There is no longer a fixed center; the Hebrew is always on the
way: an alternative concept of time and space. And the way is halakha,
the body of Jewish law (the word halakha derives from the verb lalekhet,
"to walk"). The exiled one, the alien, has permanently entered upon his
path. Through his wanderings, he charts the area that emerges at the
same instant, the map that defines the route of the human journey. So
there is no settling down, no centrality henceforth. The specific areas
are for the most part no longer locatable. Roberto Blatt construes this as
follows: In order to prevent the idolatry of space, Judaism has erased the
traces of the places where the seminal events of the covenant occurred:
from the place in Sinai where the Torah was handed down, to the grave
of Moses. There are no sacred spaces where the "danger" of a pilgrimage
could arise. 14
In this way, Judaism attempts to avert the formation of myths, for
which image and space are essential and constitutive. Thus an alternative
concept of culture emerges, a concept that goes against the traditional
views of the neighboring peoples. Abraham's exodus, however, also
implies various other meanings, including hospitality. Rosenzweig, in
Th e Star of Redemption (1921), was one of the first to explain this idea.
The history of all peoples begins with the winning of a territory; the
history of Israel, however, begins with the exodus. Upon arrival in the
Promised Land, G-d reveals to his people that here too, they are only
14 See Robert Blatt in Diana Sperling Genealogia del odio, Buenos Aires 1995, p. 119ff. Although
the Wailing Wall is an actual place with historical significance, it must be kept in mind that this
sacred site is a ruin.
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guests, for "the land is mine. You are but strangers and sojourners with
me" (Leviticus 25:23). To that, Levinas adds:
Each word is uprooted. [... J Paganism is rootedness, almost in the etymological sense of the term. The discovery of writing is not the subordination of the spirit to letters, but the substitution of the letters for the
land. In the letter, the spirit is free and bound in the root. In the dry soil
of the desert, where nothing can stay alive, the true spirit came down in
a text, to become universally real. 15

The point, therefore, is to receive the Other, to share the fruits of the
earth with him, though the host himself is also only a guest in his own
house. Hospitality thus is the point of origin of all ethics, it is the essence of
morality. Culture is not locatable in territorial terms: book instead ofland.
The Torah had been handed down in the desert, perhaps, as Edmond
Jabes thinks, because the desert has neither beginning nor end-hence,
no borders, no boundaries. The boundaries there consist of letters:
the Commandments, the Law. Perhaps that is why the Hebrew davar,
meaning "word;' hides itself in the Hebrew word for desert: midvar.
In Judaism, therefore, the concept of the border is anti-territorial
and abstract in nature: It marks the difference in order to preserve it. It is
a fundamental law: It implies respect as well as the understanding that
in the difference (whether between people, sexes, spaces, or times) itself
are sparks of the sacred.
In the (im)possibility of the boundary, by contrast, Judaism sees
a humiliation. Just as in an alternative midrash (commentary) on
Hanukkah, in which there is an account of a Maccabee rebellion that
has its origin in a series of decrees directed against the Jewish population by the Greeks: First, doors on Jewish houses were prohibited: "So
that Israel would lose respect and honor [... ] since in a house without
a door there is neither respect nor honor [... ] Israel was like a prisoner,

15

Emmanuel Levinas, Difficile liberti!: essais sur Ie judaisme (Paris, 1983), my translation.
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lacking doors:' 16 Interestingly, the situation of a
prisoner is characterized by the fact that he lacks
doors: This explains the meaning of the boundary as protection and preservation of dignity.
Thus the letter IV (schin), which is inscribed in
the mezuzah, also represents one of the names
of G-d: Shaddai, an acronym for "guardian of the
doors of Israel:'
This idea is the opposite of a border as a separation from society that tears it to shreds by discrimiMezuzah with
nating against and isolating the Others. While one
the letter IJJ
kind of border offers protection to difference, the
other kind always seeks to destroy difference. The
geographic, concrete idea of the "hermetic boundary" 17 and its totalitarian claims were addressed by Michel Foucault l8 , among others.
The "Other" Borders

From a sociological standpoint, the sharpness of the boundary was possibly also necessary to keep this small cultural minority alive. On the
other hand, the cultural memory of Judaism includes a sad collection
of concrete "border experiences": from the yellow ring in the Middle
Ages to the walls of the ghettos and the Judenstern. These borders were
imposed on the Jews from outside and forced the Jewish people to live
on the "margins of society:' In other cases, the boundaries ran through
the middle of a city or a village, for example, the entrance to a synagogue
or a Jewish school. "Jewish spaces" and the rest of society have always
been divided by borders both material and symbolic, thresholds and
passageways (bet~een the inner and the outer world).
16 See Liliana Furman, An ALternative Midrash on the Origin of the Maccabee Rebellion, in: www.
jjcenters.org (accessed 10/2008).
17 See Michael Esch, "Der Traum von der hermetischen Grenze:' In: Hans Hecker, ed. Grenzen.
Gesellschaftliche Konstitutionen und Tran sjigurationen (Essen, 2006), pp. 27- 42.
18 See Michel Foucault Histoire de La foli e a /'age c/assique. Folie et deraison (Paris, 1972).
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Between the Jewish spaces and the rest of society, material and simbolic boundaries were drawn, and barriers and crossovers were created.
These were by no means purely physical in nature. At the end of the nineteenth century, in the play The New Ghetto, Theodor Herzl addresses the
invisible boundaries separating the Jews in Central Europe: walls composed of gestures, words, disdain.
In The Interpretation of Dreams, Sigmund Freud tells about a dream
of his own, in which he was working on "day residue."19 : the deep
impression left on him by this very play, which he had seen the day
before. This dream-fragment, known as "the Passover dream:' has to do
with the holiday on which a transition is made, not only symbolically,
from slavery to freedom; moreover, signs, borders, and passages playa
central role in the material aspect of the Passover story. For example, in
the account of the ten plagues, in the marks on the doors of the Jewish
houses, so that the Angel of Death would recognize them and pass by
without killing the firstborn Jews, as well as the crossing of the Red Sea
or the inability of the "generation of the desert" -including Moses, who
dies on the other side-to cross over the borders of the Promised Land
In Freud's dream, one of his children says goodbye with a play on
words: Auf Geseresl Auf Ungeseres instead of Auf Wiedersehen. Gzeire
is a Yiddish word that Freud links with the Pesach festival through its
phonetic similarity with the German adjectives gesiiuert lungesaiiert,
"leavened / unleavened" (bread): matzoh. 20
In the dream, this Geseres also evokes the forcible separation ofJews
from their societies, for gzeire means "evil decree" -a memory that
is based on the Babylonian exile experience, as the laws of that time
often were directed against the Jewish population. The root of the word
19 In The interpretation of Dreams. Freud analyzes the use of "day residues" (experiences from the
preceding day) to "compose" the dream.
20 On this dream and its interpretation. see the excellent article by Ken Frieden: "Freud's Passover
Dream Responds to Herzl's Zionist Dream:' In Sander Gilman and Jack Zipes. Yale Companion
to Jewish Writing and Thought in German Culture 1096-1996 (New Haven and London. 1997).
pp.240-248.
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also means ''''to maim;' "to tear out;' "to shred, tear to bits" (fabric or
paper, for example), however. The Babylonian laws undoubtedly "tore
to bits" the Jewish population and in a violent way at that, by means of
discriminatory measures that severed Jews' connections with the rest
of the society. Similar experiences defined life in the ghettos (the first
ghetto was established in Venice in 1516), as the decrees proclaimed
during the Lateran Council of 1179 had been implemented with a
brutal action: the "separation" of the Jews from Christian society. This
separation existed in many European cities even before the establishment of the ghetto in Venice, for example, in the Jewish quarters and
streets (juderias, Judengassen, etc.). In 1916, Hermann Cohen, in an
appeal titled "Grenzsperre" ("border or frontier barrier"), spoke out
against these kinds of political and ethnic boundaries; his plea could
be equally relevant in the European Union today-with reference to
other minority groups:
Kant says somewhere: the earth has a spherical surface, this means that
originally, no one has more right than anyone else to be at a place on the
earth. For my fatherland, for my religion, I hope that the old, classical
land of humanity-unless the logic of our political fortunes leads us
to such a measure-that it will not get around to closing the·borders
toward the Jews of the East, but that they, in recognition of their moral
worth, as well as their great cultural capacity to develop, will be admitted inside the borders ofthe German Reich?l

Cohen's fatherland, as we all know, did not heed his plea. The most
radical absolutizing of space and thus of the territorial understanding of the border was to occur decades later, expressed in the Blut und
Boden ideology. As a result, "Yiddishland': the virtual country of abstract
borders from our geography, would be almost eradicated. 22 Bearing it in
21 Hermann Cohen, "G renzsperre:' in /iidische Schriften, vol. 2. October 25. 1916, pp. 378fT.
22 See Silvain. Gerard an d Minczeles, Henri (1999): Yiddishland (Paris,1999) and Liliana Ruth
Feierstein, The Territories of Memory: Sefarad and Ashkenaz as Sites of Flollrishing. Destrllction,
and Identity in: http://fr.jccenters.org/DetalleNota.aspx?id=2998 (20.1.2005).
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remembrance also means setting boundaries against the totality of totalitarianism: borders consisting ofletters that preserve our humanity.
Borders: In Death and in Life

This sacred respect for the boundary is also found in a beautiful midrash
that Isaac Deutscher recalled as a melody which had been with him
since childhood. The story describes a meeting at a lesson involving
Rabbi Meir, the great and learned coauthor of the Mishna, and Elisha
ben Abuyah, known as Acher ("the Other One:' because he cast aside
the Jewish faith), the great heretic of the Jewish tradition.
I remember that when as a child I read the Midrash, I came across a
story and a description of a scene which gripped my imagination. It
was the story of Rabbi Meir, the great saint and sage, piilar of Mosaic
orthodoxy, an co-author oft he Mishna, who took lessons in theology
from a heretic, Elisha ben Abiyuh, called Akher (The Stranger). Once
on a Sabbath Rabbi Meir was with his teacher, and as usual they became
engaged in a deep argument. The heretic was riding a donkey, and Rabbi
Meir, as he could not ride on a Sabbath, walked by his side and listened
so intently tot he words of wisdom falling from his heretical lips that he
failed to notice that he and his teacher had reached the ritual boundary
which Jews were not allowed to cross on a Sabbath. The great heretic
turned to his orthodox pupil and said: "Look, we have reached the
boundary- we must part now; you must not accompany me any farther
- go back!". Rabbi Meir went back to the Jewish community, while the
heretic rode on - beyond the boundaries ofJewryY

The opposite border, that of murder, is found in the play by Herzl.
Frieden points out a terrible motif that is used in this play: at its beginning, the local rabbi is telling a medieval tale about Moses of Mainz:

23 Isaac Deutscher, -"The Non- Jewish Jew;' in The Non-Jewish Jew and Other Essays (New York,
1968), pp_ 25 If.
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Moses was an honest youth, son of a merchant, and wished to become
a scholar. One summer night he sat with the ancient books of our sages
and studied. Suddenly he heard a call for help in the night. He leaned
out of the windows; it was not in the ghetto. Someone was crying outside (... ) deeply moved to pity, he stood and went out (... ) The next morning Moses was found stabbed in front of the opened gate of the ghetto, and
near the corpse sat his mother, smiling happily (... ) she had become insane"
(... ) In attemping to save a life, Moses of Mainz loses his own. Anti-Semitic murderers lure their victim outside the ghetto walls only to murder him.24

At the end of the play, Herzl's protagonist, Jacob Samuel, who is
dying of wounds received in a dishonest duel-the result of his attempt
to leave the "new ghetto" -recalls the story: "Tell the Rabbi that I have
died like Moses of Mainz:' 25
Borders can protect difference and the life that difference implies,
or isolate the Other-in discrimination. or through death. Separation
and difference are part and parcel of human life: depending on whether
this division is interpreted as gazar ("something cut off;' the isolation
and "tearing out" of the Other from society) or as lehavdil (the sacred
act of differentiating), the borders will serve to reinforce policies that
support death-or life. Thus the boundary or border can result in both
things: a split or rupture that can lead, as in the case of Moses of Mainz,
to killing and death, or the absolute respect of the Other, as in the case
of Acher, who reminds his pupil of the borders in which he himself can
no longer believe.

Liliana Ruth Feierstein
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24 Frieden op.cit 241 ff.
25 Ibidem.
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